
Lesson 9: Answer Key 1

Refining and Applying our General Model of Natural Selection
How did using a simulation help us refine our General Model for Natural Selection?

We figured out some new ideas that we couldn’t see before when we looked at the 4 different cases. We saw how the same traits could be advantageous or not in

different environmental interactions. We also saw that what happens to individuals is mostly due to chance. Not everyone with a disadvantageous trait dies off. Not

every one with an advantageous trait survives.

We explored what happened to a bacterial population over time when we recreated the interactions with different types of white blood cells.  Those white blood cells were a
risk to be avoided for this type of organism.  

Let’s consider other things in the environment that affect bacteria survival and reproduction.

List some resources that bacteria would need from their environment in
order to survive and reproduce.

List the things that would need to be changed in the simulation to mimic
bacteria interacting with some of these resources.

Food
Shelter
A safe place to divide (reproduce)
Warmth
Water

How much food there is
Where the food is
Safe areas for them to shelter
The shape of the space they are in
Temperature
Amount of water
Where the water is

Do you think bacteria with a different number of flagella might have a competitive advantage for surviving or reproducing in environments that have different amounts or
distributions of these sorts of resources in them? Why?

Yes. Flagella help them move. They need to move to get to food and to get to shelter. So more flagella might be better if that stuff is far away. Then they need

to not move if they’re in a safe place with lots of the resources they need. So fewer flagella might be better in that environment.
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Now consider whether our General Model could be used to explain some things about penguins. Penguins spend about 75% of their lives in the water. Most penguins can
swim much faster in the water than the fastest human swimmer (4.7 mph). On land however, all penguins move much slower. Their walking speed on land ranges from 1.0 to
2.5 mph.

List some of the heritable traits that penguins have, that you think
contribute to being able to swim so fast in the water.

List some of the heritable traits that penguins have, that limit their ability to
move fast on land.

Their overall body shape
Being longer rather than rounder
Smooth feathers
Webbed feet
Strong wings
Paddle-shaped wings
Big muscles for wings and feet
Sharp beaks
Pointy heads
Pointy tails
Lighter bones?

Short legs
Webbed feet
Only two legs
Wings that can’t fly
They’re fat
They’re tall, not close to the ground
Uncoordinated muscles for walking

How could variations in some of these (or other) heritable traits give some individuals a competitive advantage over others in the water?  How might that affect their chances
of surviving or reproducing?

Traits that help them swim fast will help them avoid predators and also catch their prey. If one swims faster than the other, it will be more likely to avoid predators

and it will catch more food, so it will survive better. If it survives better, it can reproduce more. Also, if it catches more food it can feed its babies better.

How could variations in some of these (or other) heritable traits give some individuals a competitive advantage over others on the land?  How might that affect their chances
of surviving or reproducing?

The variations make them move more slowly on land. This is OK because they don’t have predators on the land and also they don’t catch their food on the land.

If they move more slowly, they might stick together more with other penguins and stay warmer or be able to find more mates. If they move slower on land

they can rest more on land and store up energy for going back into the water.
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